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•  Teachers seldom write down their questions while 
planning in stead they generate them 
extemporaneously during the lesson. This can lead to 
vague questions that do not engage students in high-
quality thinking. (Bond pg. 42) 

•  Many of the questions we traditionally ask students 
call for a single number, figure, or mathematical 
object. These kinks of questions are closed-ended 
because the expected answers are predetermined 
and specific. (books.heinemann.com) 



•  At PHS the majority of the questions asked by 
teachers are aimed at recall of information (closed-
ended). 

Examples of Teacher Questions: 

• Do we have a maximum or minimum? 
• What is the y-intercept? How did you find it? 
• What is the last thing I should do? 
• What is the formula for the axis of symmetry and 
what does that equal? 
• What is the b, and a? Once we calculate what do we 
get? 
• What do we find next? 
• How do we set up the vertex? 



•  To promote teachers to incorporate questions that are 
directed toward evaluating students’ thinking.  

•  The teachers questions must give learners an 
opportunity to communicate their reasoning process. 

•  Open-Ended questions allow the teacher to gather 
detailed data on how students think and what they 
actually learn from instruction. (Manouchehri and Lapp, 
pg. 564). 
•  To promote multiple correct responses and elicit a 
different kind of thinking.  



 Question 2 
(Teacher 1) 

Students’ types of responses with their reasoning 
          I.                        II.                        III.                    IV. 

To Solve the equation 
“ ” for real numbers, 
Juan answered in a 
single line that “ x = 3 
or x = 2”. Is this 
answer correct? If it 
is correct, how can 
you show it is 
correct? 

By applying the zero 
product property ( x–3 
= 0 & x-2 = 0), the x-
intercepts are 3 & 2. 
Therefore, Juan’s 
answer is correct.  

Yes, it is correct, 
because with the “ ” 
and its just the 
parentheses; then is 
still multiplication. In 
that case you separate 
the quad equation and 
equal it to zero; and 
isolate the variables. 
Which will then equal 
x = 3 and x = 2. Which 
is what Juan got.  

( x-3)(x-2) = 0 
x2-5x+ 6 = 0 
(3)2 – 5(3) + 6 = 0 
9 – 15 +6 + 0 
-6 + 6 =0 
and 
(2)2 – 5(2) + 6 = 0 
4 – 10 +6 + 0 
-6 + 6 =0 
The answer is correct 
because either way the 
answer is the same.  

( x-3)*(x-2) = 0 
x = 3      x =2 
(3-3)*(3-2) 
 0*1 = 0 √ 
(2-3)*(2-2) 
 -1*0 = 0 √ 
yes it is correct 
because if they give 
you the x values all 
you have to do is plug 
it in.  

Class Average Score (0-3 scare): 1.55 
(0---0 students)  (1---11 students) (2---10 students)   (3---1 student) 
All students stated that Juan’s answer was correct, but the ways they justified for the correctness of Juan’s solution were 
different.  



Question 2 
(Teacher 2) 

Students’ types of responses with their reasoning 
          I.                          II.                        III.                        IV. 

To Solve the equation “ 
” for real numbers, Juan 
answered in a single 
line that “ x = 3 or x = 
2”. Is this answer 
correct? If it is correct, 
how can you show it is 
correct? 

Juan is right because if  
 and  is multiplied you 
get  
. Then you factor which 
gave him  
 and . Then you set both 
equations equal to zero 
which would be   and .  

I think Juan is right. I 
try  
 and . I move -3 and -2 
over and change the 
sign from negative to 
positive so I have  and .  

Yes its correct and it is 
correct because either 
answer will make one 
side zero and zero times 
anything is zero.  

Yes he’s right! I know 
this because I plugged 
in the numbers to check 

Class Average Score (0-3 scare): 1.0 
(0--- 2 students)  (1--- 13 students) (2--- 2 students)   (3--- 0 student) 
All students stated that Juan’s answer was correct, but the ways they justified for the correctness of Juan’s solution were different.  
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Teacher 2  
I believe that open-ended questions allows: 
•  Students to use a variety of thinking and 
reasoning skills 
•  Teacher to identify “gaps” in the students 
knowledge and understanding of the content. 

The challenge is grading and creating open-
ended questions  



School administration and teachers must recognize that: 
•  an integral aspect of effective instructional planning 
is determining the questions to pose in class.  
•  asking good questions is a sophisticated skill that 
needs practice and thoughtful planning 
•  open-ended questions require teacher reflection on 
and analysis of the mathematical and pedagogical 
goals of lessons. 
•  the depth of student misunderstanding or nature  of 
student misconceptions become obvious only when 
they are asked to explain their thinking. (Manouchehri and 
Lapp, pg. 564).   



•  Provide teachers with professional development on 
designing effective open-ended questions considering 
the form (open/closed), content, and purpose of 
questions.  
•  Create a question bank for teachers 
•  Provide teachers with time to create effective open-
ended questions during department meetings.  
•  Record class reactions to open-ended questions and 
present them to the department/school.  


